
Medicine God 201 

Chapter 201: Who Dares to Touch My Yuan-Er! 

 

"Truly the ignorant is fearless! You aren’t thinking that because I’m an alchemist, my combat power is 

subpar, right? Today, I’m going to teach you just what kind of strength sect core disciples have!" Yang 

Hao said frostily. 

Ye Yuan curled his lips and said, "I say, you’re annoying. Are the martial arts of core disciples all on lip 

service?" 

"You’re courting death, Ye Yuan!" 

Yang Hao already had enough of Ye Yuan’s provocation and could not hold back any longer. He made his 

move! 

"Great Thousand-Leaf Hand!" Yang Hao cried out in a low voice. A palm created illusions of countless 

palms, smacking towards Ye Yuan. 

Seeing Yang Hao make a move, everyone was secretly shocked! 

"Tranquil Cloud Sect’s core disciple’s strength is indeed fathomless! This Great Thousand-Leaf Hand is a 

superior-grade Tier 2 technique, right? It has actually been cultivated to such a level by him!" 

"This move, I’m afraid that none of us Spirit Condensation Realm martial artists can receive it. I really 

dare not believe that this was unleashed by a youth who is not yet 20 years old!" 

"Isn’t he an alchemist? His martial path prowess is also so formidable! This time, Ye Yuan is in danger. 

He is only Second Level Spirit Condensation Realm, way too weaker than Yang Hao!" 

This move by Yang Hao quelled everybody! 

Among these people, the majority of them were Spirit Condensation Realm martial artists, and there 

were even quite a number of peak Ninth Level Spirit Condensation Realm martial artists. 

But when they asked themselves, they would also find it very difficult to gain an edge when facing this 

move from Yang Hao. 

The present Yang Hao was akin to transforming into a Thousand Hand Bodhisattva. Heaven cleaving and 

earth covering palms blotted Ye Yuan out! 

But Ye Yuan just looked at Yang Hao smilingly without any intention of making a move. 

Yang Hao came forth in a threatening manner and came prepared to deliver a blow which would heavily 

injure Ye Yuan. But he had yet to approach Ye Yuan when an extremely powerful aura surged face-on, 

stagnating all of his movements! 

"Ye Hang, your opponent is me! What kind of capabilities is acting in the way of the strong bullying the 

weak?!" 



This Crystal Formation Realm aura was precisely released by Ye Hang, but Wan Donghai naturally would 

not leave it unchecked. He also charged at Ye Hang right away! 

Ye Hang gave a cold chuckle. His essence energy suddenly erupted, his entire being becoming like a 

blazing fire. 

"Violent Blaze Transforming Dragon!" 

Ye Hang waved a single hand. A fire dragon formed out of essence energy headed for Wan Donghai. 

Wan Donghai’s face turned ashen. With his Crystal Formation Realm strength, he actually had a feeling 

that it could not be overcome with force. 

In a hurry, Wan Donghai forcefully revolved his movement technique and barely evaded this blow from 

Ye Hang. 

However, although he avoided this attack, Wan Donghai appeared very ragged. He was brushed by the 

fire dragon, burning a large hole. 

At the same time, on the other side, this Great Thousand-Leaf Hand from Yang Hao was filled with 

boundless majesty. But with a mere flick of a sleeve from Ye Hang, a burst of incomparably powerful 

wind carried him to the side. 

With a crash, Yang Hao’s body slammed onto a table, scattering the food items on the table all over the 

floor. 

Ye Hang making his move stunned everyone with his technique! 

"You . . . You’re actually already at the Second Level Crystal Formation Realm!" 

Wan Donghai was immensely shocked. A few days of not seeing him and Ye Hang actually already broke 

through to Second Level Crystal Formation Realm. 

Not just that, his battle power was also not on the same level as before. That fire dragon move just now 

was so powerful that Wan Donghai did not even dare to clash against it! 

This move, Violent Blaze Transforming Dragon was precisely the Spirit Bristle Nine Yang Divine Art’s 

Mortal Chapter’s third accompanying martial technique. Its might was extremely powerful! 

Ye Hang had only just comprehended a modicum of it. Otherwise, it would not have been as simple as 

Wan Donghai getting a hole in his clothes earlier! 

Yang Hao crawled up from the ground, his entire body stained with grease, looking very scruffy. 

He pointed at Ye Hang and bellowed in rage. "You dare to make a move against a sect core disciple! You, 

this is provoking my Tranquil Cloud Sect! I think that you’re tired of living, right?" 

Ye Hang was expressionless as he said, "If you’re not a sect disciple, you would already be a corpse right 

now! Whoever dares to touch my Yuan-er has to be prepared to receive my wrath!" 

Ye Hang said these words with a vast killing intent. Coupled with his somewhat rugged outer 

appearance, it was truly overbearing. 



"You dare to provoke the sect for your son? Ye Hang, I’ll report today’s matter as it is to the sect. You 

just wait!" Yang Hao threatened. 

"You can also represent the Tranquil Cloud Sect with the likes of you? What a joke! Yuan-er is about to 

become a sect disciple. Compared to him, you’re far off! I don’t believe that the sect will deal with a 

genuine genius for a mediocre talent like you!" Ye Hang struck mercilessly. 

Hearing Ye Hang’s words, many people were secretly dumbfounded. They thought to themselves that 

this Ye Hang was indeed domineering! 

They knew that Ye Hang was famous for being protective of his son, but they did not think that he 

actually even dared to offend sect disciples for Ye Yuan! 

Yang Hao was so infuriated by Ye Hang that he was smoking from his orifices. As a sect core disciple, his 

identity was incomparably exalted in the secular world. 

Even if the ruler of a country were to meet him, they would be reserved and respectful. 

But Ye Hang did not give him any face at all! 

"Good! Very good! Ye Hang, you will pay the price for today’s actions!" Yang Hao gritted his teeth and 

said. 

At this time, Su Yulin who had been silent the whole time finally voiced out. "I really did not think that 

my greatest opponent today was actually you, Ye Hang! However, Ye Yuan must die today no matter 

what!" 

"Humph! Just bring it on! Want to touch my Yuan-er? Not unless you step over my dead body!" Ye Hang 

said with an icy snort. 

"Is that so? No need to step over your corpse. There will be someone to deal with you! Second Brother, 

you go and kill Ye Yuan! Leave Ye Hang to me, I’ll hold him! Wan Donghai, you go and handle Nanfeng 

Lou! Everyone listen up, as long as you follow me, Su Yulin, in the future, you will enjoy endless riches 

and glory! As long as you kill Nanfeng Lou and his niece, I’ll confer you a different surnamed princeship! 

Attack!" Su Yulin gave a loud cry, finally shattering the controlled situation. 

He originally wanted to control these aristocrats through medicinal pills, taking down the Ye Family 

father and son, and the Nanfeng Family without any bloodshed. He did not think that it would be 

completely ruined by Ye Yuan. 

The Su Family already pulled in quite a number of forces after these few years of painstaking planning. 

Removing those who were neutral, they would basically be evenly-matched with the Nanfeng Family. 

Over at Nanfeng Yi’s side, he already arranged a backup plan. As long as they took down Nanfeng Lou 

and Nanfeng Ruoqing, the overall situation would be fixed! 

However, Ye Yuan must die! 

Because it was highly likely that Su Yishan died in Ye Yuan’s hands! 



Su Yishan was the son most highly regarded by Su Yulin. In order to nurture Su Yishan, Su Yulin 

expended a great deal of effort. But Su Yishan had not even grown up yet before dying in Ye Yuan’s 

hands. He would not let Ye Yuan go no matter what. 

Even if Ye Yuan presently already had core disciple identity, he still had not entered the sect yet. 

As long as there was Su Yuting mediating things in between, he believed that the sect should not blame 

him too much. 

After all, a dead genius was no longer a genius. 

A powerful aura was released, and Ye Hang’s face changed due to that! 

This Su Yulin actually also broke through to the Second Level Crystal Formation Realm! 

This time, it was quite troublesome. Su Yulin and Wan Donghai were different. He was a pure martial 

artist with plentiful combat experiences! 

This was truly something unexpected. 

Chapter 202: Essence Energy Ignition! 

 

Ye Hang and Su Yulin participated in the Pill Grading Assembly, but in order not to draw attention, they 

deliberately suppressed their aura. 

Now that it abruptly erupted, the shock it brought everyone could be imagined. 

However, while Ye Hang was stunned by Su Yulin’s breakthrough, how was Su Yulin not surprised by Ye 

Hang’s breakthrough? 

Su Yulin originally thought that with his Second Level Crystal Formation Realm strength, it was sufficient 

to take control of today’s situation. But he did not think that Ye Hang, this variable, would pop out. 

Furthermore, from Ye Hang’s attack just now, it could be seen that his combat power was not as weak 

as the average alchemist! 

Therefore, he did not talk nonsense like saying stepping over Ye Hang’s corpse to kill Ye Yuan but gave 

this task to Su Yubai. 

"Ye Yuan, you didn’t imagine that you’re ultimately still going to die in my hands, right? Today, I’m going 

to use your fresh blood to hold a memorial for Su Yishan’s spirit in heaven!" Su Yubai said coldly. 

"You’re overthinking it! That time in the academy was your one and only chance. Once you missed it, 

there won’t be that chance ever again!" Ye Yuan said coolly. 

"Is that so? If you include me?" Yang Hao said. 

"Your opponent is me! Ye Yuan, are you okay with dealing with Su Yubai?" Nanfeng Ruoqing blocked 

Yang Hao and asked Ye Yuan rather worriedly. 



No matter what, Su Yubai was a half-step Crystal Formation Realm. His strength was way high than Ye 

Yuan. 

"Piece of cake," Ye Yuan said with a smile. 

"Humph! Blind, reckless fool! Go and die!" Su Yubai attacked Ye Yuan with the force of a thunderbolt. 

Ye Hang’s face turned cold. He was just about to move to stop it when Su Yulin rushed over! 

Helpless, Ye Hang could only turn around and match up with Su Yulin. 

"Yuan-er, you be careful! After father settles Su Yulin, I’ll come to save you!" Ye Hang only had the time 

to throw Ye Yuan one sentence. 

"Father only manage to deal with Su Yulin. It isn’t so easy for this old thing to want to kill me!" 

Ye Yuan also threw down a sentence. Activating Spirit Void Shattering Space, he drifted to dodge Su 

Yubai’s attack. 

At this moment, the entire great hall was already in great confusion. Both parties had completely sunk 

into a chaotic fight. 

However, what determined the final fighting outcome was still the matchup among the Crystal 

Formation Realm martial artists! 

As long as victory and defeat were determined between Ye Hang and Su Yulin, the scales of victory will 

tip towards the winning side! 

Su Yubai’s move missed, and he said with a cold sneer, "Trying to rely on movement techniques to shake 

me off? Naïve! Aren’t you aware that half-step Crystal Formation Realm can train in Tier 3 martial 

techniques?" 

"Tranquil Soul Step!" 

Su Yubai gave a low cry, and his body actually vanished in thin air! 

Ye Yuan suddenly felt his scalp tingle. A thick, bone piercing killing intent from the back. 

Without even thinking, he revolved the Nine Swords Stance. Nine Ye Yuans appeared at the same time! 

Boom! 

The floor of the great hall was sent flying by Su Yubai’s palm. Ye Yuan barely avoided this attack! 

"Humph! This move again! You really think that I can’t do anything about you?" 

Su Yubai snorted coldly, and his figure disappeared once more! 

"Heaven Flipping Palm, Overturning Heaven and Earth! Go to hell!" 

Su Yubai’s figure appeared on Ye Yuan’s flank this time, but the move become a large area-of-effect 

attack! 



Places where the palm wind swept through became bare! Forget about Ye Yuan only having nine 

silhouettes, even if there were 18 phantoms, they would also be struck by Su Yubai! 

Even though the power was not as great as before, it still left Ye Yuan’s nine silhouettes nowhere to 

hide! 

Overturning Heaven and Earth was the Heaven Flipping Palm’s ultimate move. It could only be executed 

after training to Great Circle rank. 

Su Yubai had already gradually progressed this move for several decades. Executing it was effortless. 

An enormous sense of danger came from the front! 

"Careful, Yuan-er!" Although Ye Hang was in a great battle with Su Yulin, he was ultimately unable to set 

his mind at ease about Ye Yuan’s side. 

While he knew that his son was no longer the person he was, compared to Su Yubai, his cultivation 

realm was too low in the end! 

"Humph! You’d better worry about yourself!" Su Yulin attacked with a palm, forcing Ye Hang to the 

point where his hands and feet were in a flurry. 

Ye Yuan already had nowhere to avoid this attack! 

"Essence Energy Ignition! Nine Swords Stance!" 

Rumble! 

Right then, Ye Yuan’s body was like it was immolating. The essence energy in his entire body was 

seething! 

At this moment, Ye Yuan actually did not dodge but activated the Nine Swords Stance at full power! 

Rapidly, nine streaks of sword beams fired out chaotically towards Su Yubai! 

Su Yubai was still immersed in the thrill of victory earlier, but now, his face changed greatly! 

Nine streaks of horrifying to the extreme sword beams actually passed through his palm wind just like 

that, shooting over swiftly! 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

Chi! Chi! Chi! 

Ye Yuan took a palm from Su Yubai solidly, his body flying out like a kite with a broken string. 

Su Yubai would never have thought that Ye Yuan would use this kind of internecine fighting method. 

Currently, he wanted to display his movement technique, but it was already too late! 

Su Yubai could only dodge on the spot! 

However, these nine streaks of sword light were incomparably dense. How could it be easy for him to 

dodge all of it? 



A severed arm suddenly flew up! 

Ye Yuan’s sword beam actually shaved off one of Su Yubai’s arm! 

Su Yubai barely managed to evade eight streaks of sword beams, but was unable to dodge this ninth 

sword beam! 

He utilized all the essence energy in his body to defend against this streak of sword beam, but this sword 

beam disregarded his half-step Crystal Formation Realm essence energy protection, chopping off one of 

his arms like breaking a dead branch from a tree! 

"AHH . . . !" 

A miserable cry echoed out. Su Yubai was in an agonizing pain. 

"Yuan-er!" Ye Hang clearly saw just now that Ye Yuan was sent flying. Forcing Su Yulin back with a palm, 

he wanted to free himself to go over. 

"Trying to leave? Not so easy! Hang on, Second Brother! I’ll come right away after taking care of Ye 

Hang!" 

Su Yulin latched onto Ye Hang persistently and did not have the intention of bothering with Su Yubai. 

Ye Hang was originally in the weaker position when facing Su Yulin. With Su Yulin entangling with him 

and not letting him go, Ye Hang essentially could not shake him off! 

"Go to hell, Su Yulin!" 

Being pestered by Su Yulin, Ye Hang was worried about Ye Yuan’s safety. Each move executed was a 

suicidal fighting style and actually suppressed Su Yulin for a moment! 

"Ah! My arm! Why? I clearly activated essence energy protection! Why was it still like this?" 

Su Yubai could not understand how could an attack unleashed by a Second Level Spirit Condensation 

Realm possibly directly disregard his essence energy shield? 

That was just one streak of sword light! 

How could a sword beam fired out by a Second Level Spirit Condensation Realm possibly sever a half-

step Crystal Formation Realm’s arm directly? 

He did not know that when Ye Yuan released the Nine Swords Stance earlier, he used the 

complementing martial technique for the Spirit Bristle Nine Yang Divine Art, Mortal Chapter’s Second 

Skill: Essence Energy Ignition! 

Essence Energy Ignition was not some amazing skill. Its specialty was to increase the might of martial 

techniques, causing the martial techniques unleashed by a martial artist to increase in power several 

times over! 

The Nine Swords Stance was originally an extremely powerful martial technique, even though it was 

limited by Ye Yuan’s realm and could not unleash its true power. 



But after the might of the Nine Swords Stance was increased multiple times, it was sufficient to kill the 

half-step Crystal Formation Realm Su Yubai! 

Su Yubai should be thankful that this streak of sword light did not hit his vital points. Or else, it would 

not just be a severed arm right now! 

"Ah! Ye Yuan! I’m going to kill you! Go die!" 

Su Yubai went berserk! 

Chapter 203: Unexpected Interference! 

 

Everyone was dumbfounded! 

A Second Level Spirit Condensation Realm and half-step Crystal Formation Realm’s match. The result 

was actually both suffering a loss! 

"What the hell? How can Ye Yuan be so strong? Su Yubai is a veteran half-step Crystal Formation Realm 

expert. He actually had an arm chopped off directly!" 

"Yeah. A Second Level Spirit Condensation Realm junior could actually defeat a half-step Crystal 

Formation Realm in a few rounds. Is this a joke?" 

"Is this really that trash Ye Yuan? He clearly did not even have a penny to his name not long ago, and 

now, he can actually already stand on the same level together with us, the older generation?" 

Everyone was speechless with shock. At Ye Yuan’s age, he should be forming ties with their sons and 

nephews in the same generation. 

But now, they had to admit that Ye Yuan was already on an entirely different level from their sons and 

nephews! Ye Yuan already possessed the strength to threaten, even kill some of them, the senior 

generation experts! 

To think that a 15-year-old youth was already on the same level as them. These people felt rather 

peculiar, but even more so, their inadequacy. 

What a fine son Ye Hang gave birth to! Many people sighed emotionally in their hearts. 

After Ye Yuan hit the ground, with a puhwark, he spat out a mouthful of fresh blood. 

He forcefully took a hit from the palm wind. All of his organs were currently in turmoil; all of them 

shifted places. 

Luckily, Su Yubai scattered the palm strength in order to hit him. Otherwise, the full power attack from a 

half-step Crystal Formation Realm, even if it was the palm wind, was also not something that the current 

Ye Yuan could withstand. 

Without the slightest hesitation, after hitting the ground, Ye Yuan fished out a medicinal pill to swallow 

and started healing his injuries. 



However, he did not dare to meditate to recuperate. This was a battlefield right now. If somebody were 

to seize the opportunity to give him a blow, he would be screwed. 

"I’m going to kill you, Ye Yuan!" 

Su Yubai’s roar shook until the roof nearly collapsed. It was evident just how furious he was at the 

moment! 

Su Yubai temporarily used essence energy to seal the wound and directly charged towards Ye Yuan. 

Su Yubai was only missing an arm which did not affect his movement. But Ye Yuan was presently heavily 

wounded. It was impossible for the circulation of essence energy to be as smooth as before. 

However, at this time, he could not be bothered with his injuries. He could only forcefully revolve 

essence energy to deal with Su Yubai’s pursue. 

The one-arm Su Yubai pounced over with immense speed, so fast that when he arrived in front of Ye 

Yuan, his figure vanished once again, 

Tranquil Soul Step! 

This footwork was fleeting and ephemeral; it was extremely hard to determine the person’s location! 

Ye Yuan gritted his teeth and displayed Spirit Void Shattering Space to the maximum, wanting to avoid 

this attack from Su Yubai. 

However, he suffered too heavy an injury in the end. His movement was not as agile as before. 

"I’m going to tear you to shreds, Ye Yuan!" 

An angry howl sounded beside Ye Yuan’s ear. This fellow ran behind Ye Yuan again! 

Bang! 

Under everybody’s astounded eyes, a figure flew out. 

Not Ye Yuan, but Su Yubai! 

Everyone only felt their eyes blur. A black-clothed martial artist blocked in front of Ye Yuan and looked 

indifferently at Su Yubai who had just flown out. 

"All right?" 

"Still okay. Won’t die. Luckily, you made it in time." 

"I truly did not expect that you achieved those lofty aspirations you said the other day so quickly. Truly 

remarkable!" 

"Hur hur, give me another month, and I wouldn’t look so miserable." 

"En, I think so too. But, there’s no need to waste time on this sort of people. You’re someone destined 

to do great things." 



"Haha, if he doesn’t die, I don’t have the mood to do great things! Oh right, I haven’t congratulated 

Teacher Huyan for breaking through to the Crystal Formation Realm yet!" 

"Hur hur, isn’t it all thanks to you? Exercise your powers to recover. I’ll stand guard for you!" 

"En." 

This black-clothed martial artist was none other than Huyan Yong who broke through to the Crystal 

Formation Realm after consuming the Crystal Formation Pill! 

Back then, Huyan Yong was heavily wounded until he was coughing up blood after one hit from Su 

Yubai. But today, Huyan Yong sent Su Yubai flying with one blow. It could also be considered a greatly 

satisfying retribution. 

After obtaining Ye Yuan ’s Crystal Formation Pill, Huyan Yong had been in closed-seclusion without 

exiting these few days to breakthrough to the Crystal Formation Realm at full force. He finally broke 

through the bottleneck yesterday and became a Crystal Formation Realm powerhouse. 

Huyan Yong spent an entire day to consolidate his realm and went to find Jiang Yunhe directly after 

leaving seclusion. 

Jiang Yunhe’s eyes nearly fell out after he saw Huyan Yong! 

Huyan Yong only said that he was entering seclusion, but he actually broke through to the Crystal 

Formation Realm directly after completing seclusion. Jiang Yunhe could not help but be surprised. 

Before Huyan Yong entered seclusion, he was only at the peak Ninth Level Spirit Condensation Realm! 

According to common sense, wanting to cross this threshold needed at least over ten years, to first 

experience half-step Crystal Formation Realm before he could improve a step further and cross this 

heavenly chasm. 

But now, Huyan Yong virtually broke through overnight. This was too unbelievable! 

However, Huyan Yong did not explain much to Jiang Yunhe. He told Jiang Yunhe that he wanted to go to 

the Pill Grading Assembly. 

Jiang Yunhe hesitated slightly before agreeing. 

In reality, he wanted to go too. But due to his identity and sect rules, it was not convenient for him to 

show up. 

When Huyan Yong rushed over to the Drunken Star Manor, he just happened to see the scene of Ye 

Yuan and Su Yubai both heavily wounded, and his pupils involuntarily constricted. He could not have 

imagined that Ye Yuan had actually matured to such an extent. 

"Crystal Formation Realm powerhouse! Another Crystal Formation Realm powerhouse actually came! 

Who’s this person? I’ve no recollection of him." 

"Father, he’s our academy’s instructor, Huyan Yong. However, before I returned to the capital this time, 

he was still at the peak Ninth Level Spirit Condensation Realm. How did he already broke through to the 

Crystal Formation Realm after not seeing him for several days?" 



"What? You said that he was still at the peak Ninth Level Spirit Condensation Realm a few days ago? Not 

half-step Crystal Formation Realm? This . . . How is this possible?" 

"Absolutely not mistaken!" 

". . . . . ." 

Huyan Yong’s appearance thoroughly shattered the present situation. The forces over on the Su Family’s 

side had thoughts of withdrawing after seeing Huyan Yong send Su Yubai flying with one palm. 

Su Yubai was sent flying with one palm by Huyan Yong, aggravating his existing injuries. 

However, what he was more shocked by was that Huyan Yong actually broke through to the Crystal 

Formation Realm! This fact intensified the shock. 

To Su Yishan, Huyan Yong was only a junior from the younger generation. Now, this junior actually 

overtook him. Such utmost mockery. 

"Huyan Yong! Y-You actually broke through! This is not possible!" 

"Thanks to Elder Su’s blessings, Huyan Yong broke through by luck," Huyan Yong said coolly. 

"Huyan Yong! What audacity you have! As the academy’s instructor, you actually intervened in secular 

affairs! You, this is violating the academy’s rules! I’ll highlight this to the dean and make him punish you 

severely!" 

"As the Disciplinary Hall’s First Elder, Elder Su’s status and position are much more illustrious than mine. 

I wonder why you’re present here and even brutally exchanging blows with my student?" 

"Humph! I’m here today as a member of the Su Family! There has nothing to do with the academy!" 

"Is that so? This excuse of Elder Su’s is so forced! However, I’m only here today to protect my student. 

As the academy’s instructor, protecting the academy’s genius students, this is still acceptable, right? 

Furthermore, Ye Yuan’s identity is different from others. He’s about to enter the sect right away. If he 

suffers any mishap here, who dares to shoulder the responsibility?" 

Su Yubai was so angered that his face turned green. 

He knew that these words were just excuses eked out by everyone. If the sect were to really investigate 

into this, nobody could shoulder it. 

Chapter 204: I’ll Also Disclose a Revelation! 

 

With Huyan Yong guarding, Ye Yuan could rest at ease and circulate his powers to boldly refine the 

medicinal strength. 

As for Su Yubai and Huyan Yong’s crossing of verbal swords, he could not be bothered with it. 

In the martial artist world, it was never about talking. What it depended on was power! 



Huyan Yong broke through to the Crystal Formation Realm now. No matter how much Su Yubai 

mouthed off, it was also useless. 

Even to the sect, Crystal Formation Realm martial artists were absolutely not chess pieces that could be 

randomly abandoned. Even if the Su Family lodged a complaint to the sect, it was also impossible for the 

sect to do anything to Huyan Yong just because of a word from the Su Family. 

In the Tranquil Cloud Sect, Crystal Formation Realm martial artists might not be considered much, but 

they were the core strength of the sect! 

Casually casting away Crystal Formation Realm martial artists was undeniably actions to cripple 

themselves. 

If it was not the most heinous of crimes, it was impossible for the Tranquil Cloud Sect to do this sort of 

thing. 

Furthermore, Huyan Yong’s age was even younger than Wan Donghai and Ye Hang. To step into the 

Crystal Formation Realm at this age, his future was undoubtedly very bright. 

The sect could not overlook this point. 

As for the strife for imperial authority in the secular world, it was essentially a trifling matter to the sect. 

No matter who became emperor, their portion of taxes would not diminish. 

"Halt!" Su Yulin forced back Ye Hang with a palm and shouted. 

Huyan Yong’s unexpected appearance made this entire situation become delicate. Su Yulin could not be 

bothered to tussle with Ye Hang anymore. 

Ye Hang was worried about Ye Yuan’s safety and naturally did not wish to tangle with him either. With a 

leap, he arrived in front of Ye Yuan. 

Seeing Ye Yuan currently mediating to recover and his complexion gradually turning from pale white to 

rosy, a large rock in his heart was put down. 

Su Yulin’s expression was not good. He fixed his eyes at Huyan Yong and said icily, "You said just now 

that you’re only here to protect your student, Ye Yuan?" 

"That’s right!" Huyan Yong did not deny that. 

"Does that mean that if we don’t make a move on Ye Yuan, you won’t intervene in today’s matters?" Su 

Yulin stared with Huyan Yong with burning eyes. 

"That’s the case." Huyan Yong said after thinking about it for a bit. 

"Then fine. You can bring Ye Yuan away now! Ye Hang, if you don’t mingle with today’s affairs, you can 

also leave! In the future, you can continue to operate your Fragrant Medicine Pavilion in the capital. I 

absolutely won’t make things difficult for you!" Su Yulin said something which gave everyone a huge 

shock. 

Wan Donghai’s face changed greatly when he heard that and he hurriedly said, "Brother Yulin . . ." 



He was about to speak when Su Yulin stopped him. 

"Brother Donghai! Now are extraordinary times, so we have to use extraordinary means! As long as we 

take down the Nanfeng Family, can he, Ye Hang, even fight off us teaming up?" Su Yulin transmitted. 

Although Wan Donghai still had some misgivings after hearing it, he still gave in. 

Ye Hang did not say anything, but Nanfeng Ruoqing and Nanfeng Lou could not stay still. 

"Don’t fall for Su Yulin’s trick, Pavilion Lord Ye! This is a tactic to delay under pretext! If the Nanfeng 

Family falls from power, they definitely won’t let you go!" Nanfeng Ruoqing said urgently. 

"Old Brother Ye Hang, we’ve had dealings for so many years already. Don’t fall for this kind of low-level 

fomenting!" Nanfeng Lou also said. 

Su Yulin gave a cold laugh and said, "Is that so? How much effort has Old Brother Ye Hang put in for your 

Nanfeng Family? But what have you all repaid him with? What can you give him in return?" 

"Pavilion Lord Ye, don’t listen to Su Yulin’s nonsense! He thinks that victory is in his hands, but does not 

know that Imperial Brother already made preparations. Imperial Brother has already gone to get 

reinforcements currently. Once reinforcements arrive, Su Yulin will definitely die without a burial place!" 

Nanfeng Ruoqing said. 

"Hahaha! Eldest Princess, the reinforcements you’re talking about isn’t the Great Qin Dragon Guards, 

right?" Su Yulin laughed wildly. 

Nanfeng Ruoqing’s face changed when she heard that! 

The Great Qin Dragon Guards were top-secret! How did Su Yulin know? 

"Is Eldest Princess very perplexed by how come I know about the Great Qin Dragon Guards? In order to 

deal with me, Nanfeng Yi secretly trained a division. This unit consists of 200 people, each of them 

possessing Spirit Condensation Realm cultivation! Truly a force so great that it makes others despair!" Su 

Yulin’s admiration was filled with ridicule. 

Nanfeng Ruoqing’s heart immediately sunk like a rock. 

A team formed by 200 Spirit Condensation Realm martial artists was enough to instantly kill Su Yulin! 

But, this secret weapon was known by Su Yulin beforehand. Then what would be the outcome? 

"You . . . How do you know so clearly?" Nanfeng Ruoqing asked with an ashen face. 

"Hur hur, how hard is that? This team only has 200 people. Is it strange for there to be one or two of my 

people inside?" Su Yulin said, proud of himself. 

Nanfeng Ruoqing’s face was the color of dirt as she asked, "You . . . you can’t have . . ." 

"That’s right. The 200 Great Qin Dragon Guards are already the Great Qin Dead Guards now! Just 

yesterday, my Su Family’s deathsworn surrounded the Dragon Mountain tightly to do a shooting fish in a 

barrel! They used five Seven-Stringed Mighty Crossbows to block the Great Qin Dragon Guards. Do you 

think that they still have any chances of survival?" Su Yulin said. 



When Nanfeng Lou and Nanfeng Ruoqing heard that, they sunk into hopelessness. 

That was their final trump card. If even this final trump card was completely sunk, the Nanfeng Family 

was truly finished! 

Moreover, they did not feel that Su Yulin was lying to deceive them. The Great Qin Dragon Guards were 

top-secret in the Imperial Family. Even Nanfeng Zhirou did not know about this. 

The so-called trump card was a trump card because others did not know about them. But now, Su Yulin 

knew about it. How could he let the Great Qin Dragon Guards go? 

"Things have already reached this extent, might as well let your despair be more thorough!" Su Yulin’s 

words were filled with satisfaction. 

Nanfeng Lou and Nanfeng Ruoqing exchanged glances. Their faces were pale because they thought 

about what these words from Su Yulin meant! 

Nanfeng Yi! 

Since Su Yulin knew about the existence of the Great Qin Dragon Guards, how could he possibly not 

target Nanfeng Yi? 

"Impossible! Imperial Brother is a Crystal Formation Realm powerhouse, and you’re also here. Who can 

you send to kill him?" 

"Heh heh, that’s why I said to let you two despair more thoroughly! These few years, the Su Family had 

always been Second Brother and me managing things. Has it already been far, far too long since you 

guys heard news about my big brother?" Su Yulin said with a cold sneer. 

Nanfeng Ruoqing did not have much of a reaction, but Nanfeng Lou trembled and asked in disbelief, "Su 

Yusen? How is that possible? He . . . Didn’t he die long ago?" 

"That’s right, he did indeed die. However, he died for your Nanfeng Family to see! Before my big brother 

faked his death, he already broke through to Second Level Crystal Formation Realm! It’s just that 

nobody knew about it! Now that over a decade has passed, he already broke through to the Third Level 

Crystal Formation Realm. He went to kill Nanfeng Yi. Do you guys feel that he has any possibility of 

survival? Hahaha!" The more Su Yulin talked, he more pleased with himself he was, and he could not 

resist chortling. 

When Nanfeng Ruoqing heard this kind of bad news, she staggered and nearly fell down, but was 

embraced by somebody. 

"Careful, teacher, it still isn’t time to despair yet." Ye Yuan gave Nanfeng Ruoqing a faint smile. He 

actually recovered already. 

Finishing, Ye Yuan looked at Su Yulin with a smile and said, "Since Family Head Su talked until you’re so 

happy, I’ll also disclose a revelation. At the Endless Forest, Su Yishan was indeed killed by me personally! 

I wonder if having heard this news, does Family Head Su still wish to let me leave?" 

Chapter 205: Fight for Myself! 



 

Su Yulin’s face suddenly changed. The pair of eyes looking at Ye Yuan seemed like they were about to 

spew fire. 

Speculation was one thing, but Ye Yuan confessing with his own mouth was another. 

Although all signs indicated that the possibility of Su Yishan returning alive was already very minute, as a 

father, he still hoped that his son could return safely. 

Or perhaps the few of them really did not bump into Ye Yuan in the Endless Forest or were tangled with 

some demonic beasts? 

But those fleeting words from Ye Yuan shattered that final trace of hope! 

"No way? Turns out that the Su Family and Ye Family’s enmity has already reached such a degree! Then 

didn’t Su Yulin’s soliciting earlier become a joke?" 

"Yeah! No wonder such an important occasion today, but Su Yulin did not bring along his son. Turns out 

that he was already killed by Ye Yuan!" 

"Sigh, this Ye Yuan is still young and rash in the end! The Nanfeng Family is already finished. Ye Yuan 

admitting that he killed Su Yishan at this time, Su Yulin will likely pursue this to the ends of hell! Even 

though the Ye Family temporarily took the upper-hand over here, when Su Yusen rushes over, all of 

them will probably still have to die!" 

If it were earlier, everybody naturally would not say that. But the Su Family still had a Third Level Crystal 

Formation Realm Su Yusen! 

Furthermore, Nanfeng Yi was clearly doomed. The Nanfeng Family can be considered to be thoroughly 

finished. 

Ye Yuan coming out to provoke Su Yulin at this time was no different from seeking death, 

"Good! Excellent! Ye Yuan, I really underestimated you! For today’s important matter, I was originally 

prepared to put aside Su Yishan’s vengeance first. Now, since you admitted to it, then let’s fight it out to 

the death today!" 

Anyone could tell the thunderous rage in Su Yulin’s words. 

"Haha, looks like this spice of mine is a little intense. Family Head Su is somewhat bewildered already! 

However . . . you aren’t naïve enough to think that my father and I will really leave this place, right? I 

think you’re a little mistaken, my father and I standing here today are not to protect the sovereignty of 

the Imperial Family, but because of the irreconcilable feud of my Ye Family with your Wan Family and Su 

Family!" 

Ye Yuan’s words grew increasingly icier as he spoke and actually made everyone feel a chill without 

being cold. 

Curiously enough, he was clearly just a Second Level Spirit Condensation Realm, but the words spoken 

by Ye Yuan made everyone feel pressure. 



Ye Yuan’s words, no matter how one heard it, seemed to be somewhat treasonous and outrageous, with 

a subtle tone of slighting the Imperial Family. 

But when everyone thought of Ye Yuan’s sect core disciple identity, they understood. 

They originally thought that the Imperial Family and Ye Family were like ants on the same thread. Now, 

to them, the Ye Family were simply just fighting for themselves, and nothing to do with the Imperial 

Family. 

"Preposterous! Your Ye Family members didn’t even lose a hair, but Su Yishan already died in your 

hands. And now, you’re talking big about some irreconcilable feud. Aren’t you afraid of other people’s 

ridicule?" Su Yulin said with a cold smile. 

"I can stand here because I’m sufficiently powerful! Su Yishan dying in my hands is also him taking the 

road to ruin! Don’t tell me that you didn’t send people and Su Yishan together to kill me. It’s just that 

your son was useless and was killed by me instead! Also, Su Yubai, you ambushing me, a Sixth Level 

Essence Qi Realm with your half-step Crystal Formation Realm cultivation, has that old face of yours 

been eaten by dogs? Of course, this kind of things had no lack of your involvement, Wan Donghai, and 

your precious son, Wan Yuan. Back then, you set a trap for this Little Lord and nearly sent me to the 

netherworld! But you didn’t expect right that this Little Lord would profit from misfortune and have 

today instead! Hence . . . it’s time for us to settle this debt!" Ye Yuan detailed the crimes committed 

against him by the Wan and Su Families. 

Wan Donghai’s face changed when he heard that. He only knew today that it was actually related to the 

poisoning previously that Ye Yuan could rise up so rapidly. 

Although he did not know what transpired in between, without question, Ye Yuan obtained an 

extremely heaven-defying lucky chance! 

In just a few short months, Ye Yuan actually grew to an extent where he could threaten Su Yubai 

already. Such a lucky encounter, just thinking about it made people jealous! 

"No way, right? The Su Family and the Wan Family are too shameless. They actually used so many 

despicable and insidious means just to deal with a junior!" 

"Heh heh, Pavilion Lord Ye’s character is without question. He would never do this sort of despicable 

and shameless things. But with Su Family and Wan Family’s style, these sort of things are of no concern 

at all." 

"I really did not expect that this Pill Grading Assembly would actually evolve to such a situation. Initially, 

I thought that it would be the contention between the Su Family and Nanfeng Family, but in the end, it 

became Ye Yuan’s battle for vengeance." 

Although Ye Yuan’s words were said casually, those present were all old veterans. They knew deeply just 

how much danger and scheming Ye Yuan experienced behind the scenes. 

If these methods were targeted at Ye Hang, it was still fine. But to use them to deal with a junior, it was 

seriously too shameless. 



"Humph! Even with your blandishments, you can forget about leaving here alive today! Counting the 

time, it’s about there! You all just wait to die!" Su Yulin said with a cold snort. 

As the leader of the rebels, Su Yulin obviously not would acknowledge Ye Yuan’s words. However, he 

also knew that the more he tried to deny it, the worse it would seem. Therefore, he just lightly skated 

over it. 

History had always been written by the victor. As long as he secured the throne, he could naturally 

whitewash everything, sweeping away today’s events under the rug! 

However, Ye Yuan revealed a mocking smile on his face, making Su Yulin feel very displeased. 

"Yeah, counting the time, it’s almost ready! It’s just I wonder who will the one arriving?" Ye Yuan said 

with a beam. 

. . . . . . 

Slightly earlier, on the path linking the capital and the Dragon Mountain, a group of people was currently 

rushing towards the Dragon Mountain with hasty footsteps. 

In a center was a sedan chair with a yellow roof, carried by eight Essence Qi Realm martial artists. 

"Your Majesty, Dragon Mountain is right ahead!" A general-looking martial artist said to the sedan. 

"En, got it." Nanfeng Yi inside the sedan said nonchalantly. 

"Ah! What happened? This . . . This . . ." That general suddenly cried out and started stammering. 

Pulling aside the sedan’s curtain, Nanfeng Yi walked out from the sedan, only to see the corpse-strewn 

land; these were Great Qin Dragon Guard corpses! 

Nanfeng Yi knitted his brows, and his facial expression did not look too good. Those familiar with him 

knew that he must be in deep pain currently. 

These Great Qin Dragon Guards were nurtured by Nanfeng Yi after expending immeasurable effort. But 

now, they were completely annihilated. How could this not make his heart ache? 

"Who’s there? Protect his majesty!" the general bellowed. 

An elderly man came from the front with both hands behind his back, looking very composed. 

When Nanfeng Yi saw the arrival, his brows furrowed together again. He stretched his hand out to stop 

his subordinates’’ actions. 

"You are not his match. Everyone, leave. Don’t cast away your lives," Nanfeng Yi instructed. 

"No way! Your subordinate will protect Your Majesty to the death!" The general refused to leave no 

matter what. 

Nanfeng Yi grabbed hold of his collar with one hand and threw backward. That general flew out several 

hundred feet. 

"All get lost for me!" Nanfeng Yi said angrily. 



After his subordinates all left, Nanfeng Yi recovered his calm expression and said, "Didn’t expect it to be 

you!" 

"Didn’t think that you’re still a kind ruler. I thought that you would use your subordinates’ lives to 

exchange for a chance to escape!" the old man said with a faint smile. 

Chapter 206: Deep Bow! 

 

"Why do I have to escape?" Nanfeng Yi asked calmly. 

"Of course, it’s because I’m stronger than you! Haha, already at this time, are you still unwilling to let go 

of your emperor’s majesty?" the old man asked with a smile. 

"Didn’t think that the three of you brothers have already been planning today’s revolt over a decade 

ago. Su Yusen, you guys really plotted very well!" 

This old man was shockingly Su Yulin’s big brother, Su Yusen, a Third Level Crystal Formation Realm 

powerhouse! 

"Haha, Your Majesty flatters me. If I didn’t fake my death, how can Your Majesty let the Su Family 

develop in peace?" Su Yusen had a look like everything was within his control. 

Nanfeng Yi nodded and said, "Speaking of it, ever since Su Yuting married into the Ouyang Family, it 

virtually ordained this situation today already. However, even if you all calculated everything, you 

probably couldn’t have calculated today’s variable, right?" 

Nanfeng Yi still had a calm and composed appearance, but his words were filled with derision. 

But Su Yusen did not mind. He smiled and said, "Isn’t Your Majesty too immature to want to use such 

words to scare this elderly self? Enough. Although I have lots of things I want to catch up with Your 

Majesty, I’m still quite uneasy about the situation over at the Pill Grading Assembly. Is Your Majesty 

going to end yourself, or are you going to make old me do it personally?" 

Nanfeng Yi chuckled, laughing very happily. 

"What are you laughing about?" Not knowing why, Su Yusen suddenly had a bad premonition. 

"I’m laughing because we’ve lived to ripe old age and schemed for half our lives, but in the end, we’re 

both not the main casts in this battle for imperial authority. However, what I’m more fortunate than you 

guys in . . . is that I got acquainted with Ye Hang," Nanfeng Yi said with a grin. 

"Ye Hang? You’re talking about that chess piece you’ve been using to suppress the Su Family, the owner 

of the Fragrant Medicine Pavilion? You mean to say that he’s the protagonist for this fight for imperial 

authority? What a joke!" Su Yusen wondered if Nanfeng Yi went insane. 

"You’re wrong! Ye Hang has never been my chess piece. It’s just that I happened to save both him and 

his wife back then. He only remained in the State of Qin’s capital to repay that favor. I just never 

expected that my unintentional action back then would actually become the linchpin to saving the 

Nanfeng Family today!" Talking about past events, Nanfeng Yi also sighed. 



15 years ago, Nanfeng Yi was merely still the State of Qin’s crown prince back then and had not broken 

through to the Crystal Formation Realm either. 

He traveled the world to broaden his horizons, and as chance would have it, he encountered the Ye 

husband and wife who were being hunted down in the neighboring State of Yan. 

At that time, Ren Hongling was in labor. Ye Hang who needed to protect his beloved wife and also 

needed to fight the enemies had already fallen into a hopeless situation. 

Nanfeng Yi came forward bravely at that time together with his accompanying guards and saved the Ye 

husband and wife. Because of this, that half-step Crystal Formation Realm guard of Nanfeng Yi’s even 

died in the State of Yan. 

Afterward, Ye Hang followed Nanfeng Yi to the State of Qin and settled down in the capital. 

Then, later on, the Su Family pushed Wan Donghai onto the stage. At this time, Ye Hang already broke 

through to the Crystal Formation Realm and became an Alchemy Grandmaster. 

Ye Hang resolutely stood up in order to repay that debt of gratitude and kept Wan Donghai in check. 

All of this was Ye Hang’s own accord. Or else, with his personality, how could he willingly slog for the 

Nanfeng Family for so many years? 

Except, Nanfeng Yi would never have thought that his unintentional actions back then not only 

exchanged for Ye Hang’s many years of spring-like repayment, it even obtained a feeble thread of hope 

for the Nanfeng Family today! 

"Ye Hang is merely just an Alchemy Grandmaster. Even if he has three heads and six arms, he also can’t 

save the Nanfeng Family’s decline! Furthermore, as long as you die, why does it matter even if the 

Nanfeng Family took the upper hand over at the Pill Grading Assembly? Could it be that Ye Hang can still 

rush over to save you now?" Su Yusen felt rather bewildered by Nanfeng Yi. 

"Hur hur, you’re mistaken. The protagonist I said is not Ye Hang, but his son, Ye Yuan! If not for him, I’d 

most likely not be able to escape death today!" 

"Ye Yuan?" Su Yusen stared at Nanfeng Yi. He was confident that Nanfeng Yi was already scared out of 

his wits. "Heh heh, a brat still wet behind his ears, and you actually treat him as your savior. Nobody can 

save you today!" 

Finishing, Su Yusen’s Third Level Crystal Formation Realm aura was released completely as he shot 

towards Nanfeng Yi. 

"Prepare to die, Nanfeng Yi." 

Right then, a white figure charged out from the forest and clashed directly with Su Yusen! 

Rumble! 

Su Yusen fell back over a dozen steps before managing to barely stabilize himself. Looking carefully, he 

saw a white colored ape blocking in front of Nanfeng Yi. Su Yusen’s face changed drastically. 



"Peak early-stage Tier 3 Long-arm Stone Ape! How is this possible?" Su Yusen’s eyes were full of 

disbelief. 

Just as Su Yusen was having doubts, several more dozen white silhouettes popped out. 49 Tier 2 Long-

arm Stone Apes encircled him! 

Su Yusen lost in his astonishment had yet to know that he had already completely fallen into the Seven 

Star Ephemeris Grand Array! 

"Hur hur, when I saw Yuan Fei, my reaction was exactly the same as yours. Now, you should understand 

why Ye Yuan is the protagonist, right? Yuan Fei is Ye Yuan’s servant!" Looking at Yuan Fei, Nanfeng Yi 

was still secretly quite terrified. 

"How can a Tier 3 demonic beast possibly acknowledge a human as its master? This is absolutely 

impossible!" Su Yusen said in shock. 

"This is how the truth is! Moreover, Ye Yuan possesses an entire clan of Long-arm Stone Apes! He 

essentially doesn’t need my Nanfeng Family to make a move to eradicate the Su Family!" 

". . . . . ." Su Yusen fell silent. He never thought that having concealed himself for over a decade, what he 

traded for would be this outcome today! 

"Humph! So what?! It’s just a Tier 3 demonic beast. I’m also Third Level Crystal Formation Realm. I might 

not lose to him!" 

After the silence, intense unwillingness made Su Yusen explode. He rushed towards Yuan Fei without 

caring about anything. 

His reply was Yuan Fei’s heaven-quaking blow! 

. . . . . . 

The capital. There was suddenly a commotion in the Drunken Star Manor. 

"Quickly look! Someone’s coming!" 

"En? Is-isn’t that His Majesty? He actually appeared here. Doesn’t that mean . . ." 

"Shhh! Softer! Do you want to die? I initially thought that the Su Family had victory in their grasp. Didn’t 

think that there would be a turnaround and the Nanfeng Family would actually gain a complete victory! 

Looks like time is not yet up for the Nanfeng Family! The Su Family plotted for over a decade, and it was 

actually such an outcome that was exchanged. Su Yulin is probably going to go insane, right?" 

Under everyone gaze, Nanfeng Yi slowly walked into the Drunken Star Manor. 

Seeing Nanfeng Yi, Su Yulin’s facial expression was as ugly as it could get. 

"Imperial Brother! It’s great that you’re fine!" Nanfeng Ruoqing could not help tearing from joy when 

she saw Nanfeng Yi. 

"Haha, thanks to Little Brother’s blessings, I escaped death from this great calamity," Nanfeng Yi said 

smilingly. 



Finishing, Nanfeng Yi came in front of Ye Yuan, cupped his hands, and gave a deep bow in front of 

everyone’s astounded eyes. 

"Thank you very much for Little Brother saving my Nanfeng Family! Please accept this bow from 

Nanfeng Yi!" 

Nanfeng Yi’s actions nearly made everyone’s eyes pop out! 

What kind of person was Nanfeng Yi? He was the emperor of the great State of Qin, a supreme 

existence! 

He actually performed such a solemn salute to a youth! 

Su Yulin clearly said just now that not only did his big brother not die, he even broke through to the 

Third Level Crystal Formation Realm successfully! 

Just what on earth did Ye Yuan do to actually bring Nanfeng Yi back without losing a hair? 

Chapter 207: Looks Can’t Kill People 

 

"Is there a mistake? His Majesty actually paid such great respect to Ye Yuan! Even though Ye Yuan is a 

monstrous existence, he’s only Second Level Spirit Condensation Realm after all. Just what did he do?" 

"In our State of Qin, Third Level Crystal Formation Realm is an invincible existence! What kind of trump 

card does Ye Yuan have to actually bring His Majesty back safely? More importantly, His Majesty 

returned, but Su Yusen? That’s a Third Level Crystal Formation Realm. He couldn’t have . . ." 

"I really don’t dare to imagine just what kind of existence can kill a Third Level Crystal Formation Realm 

martial artist! Even if Ye Yuan had a Fourth Level Crystal Formation Realm martial artist on his side, Su 

Yusen could at least run away if he can’t beat him, right? Unless . . ." 

Unless . . . 

These people already dare not to picture it. 

To not even give a Third Level Crystal Formation Realm any chance to escape, what kind of existence 

was needed for that? 

But if there was such an existence over on Ye Yuan’s side, he completely did not need to fight so 

laboriously! 

The more they thought about it, the more they could not understand . . . 

But one thing was clear, they certainly could not treat Ye Yuan as a child anymore. He was already 

lording over everyone here! 

You got to be kidding. Even Nanfeng Yi gave him a solemn salute and called him as Little Brother Ye 

respectfully. If they still treated Ye Yuan like a child, then it was simply forgetting to bring their brain 

along when they left the house. 

"Your Majesty, addressing my son like that is killing him!" Ye Hang was speechless. 



Nanfeng Yi called Ye Yuan as Little Brother. Then what would he call him? 

Nanfeng Yi hooted and said, "To each his own! With Little Brother Ye’s talent, we’ll definitely have to call 

him Your Excellency in the future." 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, "It’s good that Your Majesty is okay. Since Your Majesty came, isn’t it time for 

us to find the Su and Wan Family to settle the accounts?" 

Nanfeng Yi nodded and said, "Yes! The past dozen years, I’ve been really aggrieved as the emperor. 

Today, having obtained Little Brother Ye’s help, we should really find them to settle this debt!" 

He surveyed the surroundings and said authoritatively, "I know that many among you went over to the 

Su Family. It’s fine! As long as you all draw a clear line with the Su Family today, past matters will be 

written off! If there are any stubborn fools, their entire clan will be put to death! Absolutely zero 

tolerance!" 

Ye Yuan looked at Nanfeng Yi’s back view and silently praised in his heart. 

As the emperor, Nanfeng Yi was somewhat soft, but he was not a soft persimmon. His weakness was 

only relative to the Su Family. Now that the Su Family forced him to an impasse, he finally decided not to 

run away. 

This move was rather brilliant. Stick plus carrot, Nanfeng Yi was well-versed in the emperor’s path. 

The forces present were not solitary without anyone. This sort of matter like exterminating the whole 

clan was no joke. It was not even sparing fowls and dogs! 

Regardless of which influence they were from, they would measure the weight of these words. 

Of course, it was also the Ye father and son who created such an atmosphere. Otherwise, him saying 

something like this would be a joke. 

"Everyone, don’t believe Nanfeng Yi’s bullshit! He is delaying things under a pretext! After this matter is 

over, there will definitely be a reckoning! We still don’t know who will emerge victorious for today’s 

affair!" 

"Su Yulin, you aren’t still hoping for Su Yusen to appear, right? Since I showed up here, you should also 

have guessed his outcome," Nanfeng Yi said with a sneer. 

Recalling that attack from Yuan Fei, Nanfeng Yi was still filled with trepidation right now! 

Too strong! 

The Third Level Crystal Formation Realm Su Yusen actually exploded in one punch by Yuan Fei! 

Back then, his eyeballs nearly popped out. Yuan Fei’s realm was similar to Su Yusen’s. How could he 

possibly unleash such a shocking attack? 

When he saw those Tier 2 Long-arm Stone Apes, he suddenly understood some things. 

Those Tier 2 Long-arm Stone Apes’ actions were rather profound. It actually secretly incorporated an 

array dao. 



Nanfeng Yi did not know array dao, but he simply could not think of just what kind of array formation 

could let an early-stage Tier 3 demonic beast possess such a powerful attack! 

Su Yulin’s heart plummeted. An incomparably humiliated feeling surged. 

Things already progressed until now and Nanfeng Yi’s side did not even lose a hair. 

But over at his side? His son was killed by Ye Yuan. Second Brother had an arm chopped off by Ye Yuan. 

Big Brother’s life and death were unknown; although looking at the present situation, he was most 

probably dead. 

The most hateful thing was that big brother Su Yusen’s death also seemed to have deep connections 

with Ye Yuan! 

Ye Yuan! All Ye Yuan! 

Su Yulin looked at Ye Yuan without concealing his killing intent. Ye Hang involuntarily went on alert 

when he saw the situation. 

"Family Head Su, don’t look at me with this sort of expression, I’m scared. However, looks can’t kill 

people. Want to kill me? Make a move!" Ye Yuan put up a frightened appearance, but his words were 

filled with ridicule. 

Su Yulin could not hold back his rage anymore. "Courting death!" 

Boom! 

Su Yulin and Ye Hang fought once again! 

At the same time, Huyan Yong and Nanfeng Yi also made a move! Three mighty Crystal Formation Realm 

martial artists dealing with Su Yulin alone at the same time! 

Wan Donghai wanted to come over to help but was intercepted by Nanfeng Lou. 

A great battle erupted between the Crystal Formation Realm martial artists once more! Except that this 

time, the situation turned around. Ye Hang’s side occupied a huge advantage! 

Among the crowd, there was Su Yubai and Ye Yuan left all of a sudden! 

Ye Yuan stared at Su Yubai and said with a grin, "Elder Su, they’re so busy. Let’s not idle either, okay? 

What I’ve said before, I need to fulfill them eventually so that I can clear my thoughts!" 

Su Yubai’s face turned green. He lost an arm and was heavily wounded by Huyan Yong. He was simply 

unable to utilize much strength at the moment. 

Although he also consumed healing medicinal pills, how could his medicinal pills compare to Ye Yuan’s? 

The current Ye Yuan already had his injuries healed 70% - 80%, while Su Yubai’s injuries definitely would 

not recover without ten days to half a month. 

Ye Yuan did not wait for Su Yubai’s acknowledgment. The Canghua sword already swung out! 

"Essence Energy Ignition! Nine Swords Stance!" 



Nine streaks of sword beams flew out chaotically without any patterns! 

Su Yubai’s pupils constricted. This move again! 

Su Yubai wanted to display the Tranquil Soul Step to avoid this attack, but his current strength was not 

even 50% of his heyday. He simply could not display the Tranquil Soul Step! 

"All stop for me!" 

Right then, an aged voice sounded. At the same time, several beams of light flashed past, directly 

eradicating Ye Yuan’s nine streaks of sword light! 

An elderly person stood in midair. With another wave of his sleeves, he swept Ye Hang and the other 

two to one side. 

An immensely powerful aura spread out, making all those present felt suffocated! 

"Flying through the air! Sea Transformation Realm powerhouse!" Ye Hang, together with Nanfeng Yi, 

and the rest were all greatly alarmed. 

From the situation earlier, this Sea Transformation Realm powerhouse evidently leaned towards Su 

Yulin’s side. This was not some good news for them! 

Ye Yuan was not surprised by this person’s appearance. On the contrary, it would be abnormal if he did 

not show up all along! 

"Elder Yao, your elderly self is already so advanced in age. Looks like you still can’t stay still!" Ye Yuan 

looked at Yao Qian in midair and jeered with sarcastic remarks. 

When Ye Yuan said that, Ye Hang and the others were all taken by surprise. 

His guts are a little too big, to actually dare goad a Sea Transformation Realm powerhouse! 

Chapter 208: Killing to His Face! 

 

To people in the secular world, Sea Transformation Realm powerhouses were godlike existences. 

Because in the mortal nations, unless one had a heaven-defying lucky encounter, it would be impossible 

to break through to the Sea Transformation Realm. 

Back then, it was because Black Crow Old Man accidentally acquired the Black Crow Yin Fire that he 

finally broke through to the Sea Transformation Realm. However, this was just an example. There were 

too few, too few. 

And now, Ye Yuan actually spoke this way to a Sea Transformation Realm powerhouse. This was 

seriously not giving up until he shocked people to death with words! 

Yao Qian shot Ye Yuan a cold glance, then floated down from the air. 

When he saw that sword in Ye Yuan’s hand, his gaze involuntarily froze. 

"Canghua Sword has already been lost for a hundred years. Why is it in your hands?" 



"Hehe, I’m a disciple from the Dan Wu Academy. Why do you think it’s in my hands?" 

Yao Qian contemplated for a moment and thought of a certain possibility. He asked in amazement, "Can 

it be that you obtained it on the Nine Heavens Road?" 

Ye Yuan smiled but did not say anything. He had sworn a Heavenly Dao Oath, so he obviously would not 

answer Yao Qian’s question. 

Yao Qian’s face turned ugly. If Ye Yuan had really gotten the Canghua Sword on the Nine Heavens Road, 

then things were not going to be easy to handle! 

Lu Yan went missing for a hundred years. He actually came to the State of Qin’s Nine Heavens Road to 

take up the role of guardian! The even more dreadful thing was that he actually passed the Canghua 

Sword to Ye Yuan! 

Ever since the founding of the Tranquil Cloud Sect, there was no small number who made it past the 

Nine Heavens Road. But there were overwhelmingly few people who could obtain the guardian’s 

inheritance. 

Ye Yuan acquiring the Canghua Sword represented Lu Yan’s recognition! 

Nobody knew about Ye Yuan’s performance in the Nine Heavens Road. But Lu Yan’s approval was stark 

clear for everyone to see! 

Lu Yan had already gone missing for a hundred years. There was basically nobody who would care 

whether or not a dead person approved of Ye Yuan. 

But Lu Yan had another identity, which was the present Martial Hall’s Hall Head, Xiao Jian’s master! 

This layer of relation was already not known among the Tranquil Cloud Sect’s younger generation. But 

Yao Qian and Xiao Jian were from the same era. Of course, he knew! 

If Xiao Jian knew that Ye Yuan possessed the Canghua Sword, he would definitely pay special regard to 

him! 

Martial Hall Hall Head, even Ouyang Ming could not afford to provoke him, let alone him, Yao Qian. 

Thinking of this, Yao Qian no longer bothered with Ye Yuan. Instead, he opened his mouth to say, "This 

seat is the Tranquil Cloud Sect’s Pill Hall Elder, Yao Qian. I’ll be a mediator today and hope to bury the 

hatchet between the Nanfeng Family and Su Family. I wonder what everyone’s opinion is?" 

"This . . ." When Nanfeng Yi heard Yao Qian’s words, he revealed a difficult expression. 

"What? Don’t tell me that this seat’s words are ineffective?" Yao Qian’s face fell as he looked displeased. 

Everyone’s heart jolted as they hurriedly said, "Dare not!" 

"Good that you dare not! While the sect doesn’t bother with secular affairs, we also don’t hope for this 

sort of fratricidal strife to happen. You all are the elites in the secular world, so you should unite your 

efforts to work together for the sect. How can you do this sort of self-crippling thing?" Yao Qian said 

coldly. 



Even though he knew that Yao Qian had the intention of vindicating the Su Family, Nanfeng Yi could not 

do anything about it even if he had all kinds of unwillingness in his heart. 

Putting aside Yao Qian’s exalted identity, just based on his Sea Transformation Realm strength, it was 

also plentiful to wipe out all the people present. What could he do? 

Nanfeng Yi also guessed that Yao Qian definitely had deep ties with Ouyang Ming, which was why he 

would help the Su Family out. What he had always been wary of was this. To think that it became a 

reality after all. 

This time, not killing the snake after beating it, it would cause no end of trouble in the future! 

Nanfeng Yi gritted his teeth and was about to answer when Ye Yuan beat him to it. He secretly felt that 

things were not good, but was already too late to stop it. 

"Elder Yao is really eloquent! Hiding your selfish motives under the righteous cause of the sect. Do you 

feel that everyone is blind or deaf?" Ye Yuan said with a sneer. 

Yao Qian snorted coldly when he heard that and said, "You, Junior, are exceedingly rude! Do you think 

that I really can’t do anything to you? You stole the sect’s pill formulas and leaked them out to the 

secular world. Do you believe that I’ll put you to death right now?" 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, "Alright then! Quickly put me to death, Elder Yao! Father, after I’m dead, bring 

the Canghua Sword to the Tranquil Cloud Sect and let the lords of the sect judge who is right or wrong. I 

believe that there are reasonable places in this world!" 

"You!" Yao Qian nearly choked to death. 

He could kill Ye Yuan, but he could not kill Ye Hang and Nanfeng Yi too. If he really did that, it would 

cause the sect’s prestige to plummet drastically in the secular world. He would not be able to shoulder 

this. 

And as long as the Canghua Sword showed up at the sect, Xiao Jian would surely ask about it. If he knew 

that he killed his master’s last successor, how could Xiao Jian let him off? 

When he saw the Canghua Sword earlier, he was just surprised for a moment and asked casually. But to 

think that this brat is so astute to immediately know that the Canghua Sword was extraordinary. 

Ye Yuan’s face turned icy and said, "The secular world has secular world rules! The Su Family went 

against their superiors and plotted to rebel. If even such an offense can be wiped clean off the slate, 

who would even dare to sit in the position of an emperor?" 

"Humph! Does this elder still need you to teach me how to do things?" Yao Qian said with a cold smile. 

"Elder Yao is mistaken. I’m not teaching you how to do things, but I’m just stating something to you. The 

Wan Family father and son and the Su Family brothers are dead for sure! Even if the f*cking Jade 

Emperor descended today, he also can’t save the Wan Family father and son and the Su Family 

brothers!" Ye Yuan said icily. 

Once these words came out, the crowd burst into an uproar. 



A Second Level Spirit Condensation Realm saying such words in front of a Sea Transformation Realm, 

wasn’t this a joke? 

Of course, if they were to know that Ye Yuan killed a Sea Transformation Realm powerhouse before, 

they most likely would not think that way. 

Ye Hang and Nanfeng Yi sucked in a cold breath. Ye Yuan actually treated a Sea Transformation Realm 

powerhouse anyway he pleased! 

Ye Hang opened his mouth wanting to say something but finally did not speak. 

Rather, it was Nanfeng Yi who could not resist speaking up. "Little Brother Ye, Elder Yao is a high sect 

elder, a Sea Transformation Realm powerhouse. Don’t be rash!" 

Ye Yuan ignored him. 

"Haha! Ignorant child! I want to see just how you’ll kill them in front of this elder! If you can harm even a 

hair on their bodies, this seat will immediately dust myself and leave!" 

Yao Qian felt that this had to be the funniest joke he had ever heard in his life. 

"Fine, you were the one who said it. Then prepare to get lost! Nine Swords Stance!" 

Ye Yuan unleashed his attack once more. The target was straight at Su Yubai! 

"Humph! This move again? Although this move isn’t bad, your strength too poor!" Yao Qian said with a 

cold smile. 

Only to see him casually wave his hand and the nine streaks of sword light were instantly extinguished. 

Everyone could not help sucking in a cold breath when they saw this scene. This was the might of a Sea 

Transformation Realm powerhouse! 

But a tragic cry suddenly sounded before the crowd’s shock had passed. They followed the sound only 

to see a large hole exposed in front of Su Yubai’s chest with blood cascading down without stop! 

The light in Su Yubai’s eyes vanished swiftly. Even till death, he did not dare to believe everything that 

happened before his eyes. 

He was actually killed under a Sea Transformation Realm powerhouse’s protection! 

Everyone suddenly looked towards Su Yubai’s back. Ye Yuan stood proudly while wielding his sword. 

Yao Qian’s expression suddenly changed. He lightly smacked a palm towards ’Ye Yuan.’ The latter’s body 

was exterminated without the slightest bit of resistance. 

"Avatar body! I truly underestimated you!" Yao Qian said while gnashing his teeth in hatred. 

Chapter 209: Utter Loss of Face! 

 

"Second Brother!" 



When Su Yulin saw Su Yubai’s tragic state, he exploded in anger. 

"Ye Yuan! If I, Su Yulin, don’t kill you, I’m lesser than human!" 

Su Yulin thoroughly went berserk! 

The three closest people in the Su Family all died in Ye Yuan’s hands. The killing intent in Su Yulin’s chest 

was about to punch through the skies. 

"Ye Yuan! Die! Tranquil Profound Ice Palm!" 

The full power attack from a Second Level Crystal Formation Realm caused the great hall’s temperature 

to drop in an instant. 

Ye Yuan who was bearing the brunt of it felt a limitless cold attack coming, virtually freezing his entire 

body! 

Ye Hang’s face fell and immediately unleashed Violent Blaze Transforming Dragon! 

But Yao Qian’s hands moved slightly, and a boundless essence energy ball gathered in the palm of his 

hand. 

Rumble! 

The fire dragon collided with the essence energy ball in midair. A massive recoil sent Ye Hang flying out, 

crashing heavily onto the wall. 

This was the true disparity between Sea Transformation Realm and Crystal Formation Realm! 

Yao Qian’s actions were relaxed without any effort at all, but Ye Hang could not even withstand this 

blow. 

"If anyone else intervenes, it wouldn’t be so simple next time!" Yao Qian said coldly. 

Due to his identity as envoy, Yao Qian could not attack Ye Yuan. But if Su Yulin killed Ye Yuan, others 

naturally could not complain. 

Seeing Ye Hang injured, Ye Yuan’s face darkened. 

He was truly infuriated! 

Su Yulin’s Tranquil Profound Ice Palm had already approached, but Ye Yuan did not have the slightest 

intention of dodging. 

"Go and die, Ye Yuan!" Su Yulin’s had a ferocious expression as a palm landed on Ye Yuan’s body! 

"Careful!" Yao Qian’s face changed as he warned. 

"Humph! Too late!" 

Ye Yuan who was frozen suddenly transformed into a bundle of yellow flame and Su Yulin’s palm started 

burning! 

"Essence fire!" 



Su Yulin clearly recognized what this was as well and could not help faltering. He hurriedly pulled back 

his palm, but it was already too late! 

The essence fire crept upwards from his palm instantly. A horrifying flame promptly burned his palm 

into ashes! 

But it was not over yet. The Cleansing Sandal Sacred Flame gradually burned Su Yulin’s entire body like 

bone infesting maggots! 

Virtually in an instant, Su Yulin became a burnt person! 

How could Su Yulin withstand the might of a Tier 4 essence fire? 

A pin drop could be heard in the entire great hall. Only Su Yulin’s miserable cry echoed. 

Ye Yuan used the Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus’s true body to create an avatar body just now and did 

not release the flame through his meridians. 

This was the strongest state of the Cleansing Sandal Sacred Flame! 

Su Yulin’s palm landed, but he himself jumped into a fire pit! 

After several dozen breaths of time, the charcoal-like Su Yulin collapsed onto the ground and stayed 

down. He was already charred beyond recognition. One could only see the shape of a person. 

Those present exchanged glances, their eyes revealing complicated feelings. They were utterly unsure of 

what to say. 

Today, the shock Ye Yuan gave them was overly intense. He overturned the Su Family virtually all by 

himself! 

And he was merely Second Level Spirit Condensation Realm. 

"Wh-What was that just now? Su Yulin is Second Level Crystal Formation Realm. He’s gone just like 

that?" 

"Too scary! That was essence fire! And from the looks of it, it’s at least a Tier 3 essence fire! No . . . 

possibly even higher!" 

"B-But Ye Yuan is only at the Second Level Spirit Condensation Realm. How did he subdue such a high 

ranking essence fire?" 

"Are you daft? Can Ye Yuan’s performance be measured using common sense? Have you seen before a 

Second Level Spirit Condensation Realm killing a half-step Crystal Formation Realm? Have you seen 

before the emperor pay such solemn respects to a youth? Have you seen before anyone who could kill 

in front of a Sea Transformation Realm powerhouse?" 

". . . . . ." 

Many people were discussing Ye Yuan softly. Before they came to this Pill Grading Assembly, they 

thought of numerous possibilities, but they would never have thought that it was evolved to this sort of 

situation! 



The situation in front of them already completely broke out of control. There was no longer anyone who 

could control the current situation. 

Most likely, even that Sea Transformation Realm powerhouse could not control it either. 

Because the Su Family was thoroughly finished!" 

"Cleansing Sandal Flame Lotus! Cleansing Sandal Sacred Flame! You . . . You actually had such a level of 

lucky encounter!" Yao Qian stared at Ye Yuan with a dull look in his eyes. His brain could not quite wrap 

itself around it for a moment. 

However, the eyes he looked at Ye Yuan with quickly transformed from astonishment into greed! 

Cleansing Sandal Sacred Flame. This was a Tier 4 essence fire! If he acquired it, perhaps there was still 

hope of him advancing into the Alchemy King realm in this life! 

But it was just a thought. He did not dare to kill Ye Yuan in front of so many people. 

The sect attached much importance to disciples who made it past the Nine Heavens Road. Otherwise, 

they also would not directly bequeath core disciple status. 

Although Ye Yuan had not entered the sect currently. But in reality, he was already registered by the 

sect. 

The Tranquil Cloud Sect’s rules were that no internecine was allowed between fellow members. This 

was an iron-clad rule! He, an elder, had no authority to privately punish disciples. 

But Ye Yuan did not answer Yao Qian’s question. Instead, he said coldly, "Yao Qian! You’re very good! 

Today’s matter of injuring my father, I’ve noted it down!" 

Not knowing why, hearing Ye Yuan’s threat and seeing that ice-cold gaze of his, Yao Qian could not stop 

himself from trembling. 

Could it be that I’m afraid? What kind of joke is this? The other party is only a Second Level Spirit 

Condensation Realm little bastard! Yao Qian felt baffled by his own reaction. 

Perhaps to other people, Ye Yuan’s threat to Yao Qian appeared so pale and hilarious, but Huyan Yong 

found this scene rather familiar! 

Back then, when Ye Yuan was nearly killed by Su Yubai’s sneak attack, he also used this kind of ’hilarious’ 

words to threaten him. 

Most probably, even Su Yubai could not have imagined that Ye Yuan could actually realize those 

seemingly ’hilarious’ threatening words so quickly. 

Huyan Yong felt that Yao Qian attacking Ye Hang today was the most foolish thing he had ever done in 

his entire life! 

Ye Yuan went to Ye Hang’s side and helped Ye Hang inspect his body. His brows could not help 

furrowing. 



Ye Hang’s injuries were not light. It was evident that the blow from Yao Qian earlier was not held back. 

This intensified the killing intent in Ye Yuan’s heart. 

But Ye Yuan knew that it was impossible to kill Yao Qian today. 

He could kill Black Crow Old Man the other time because of favorable timing, geographical, and human 

conditions; not a single one could be omitted. It simply could not be replicated again. Even if Ye Yuan 

could sense that there was also essence fire in Yao Qian’s body, it was also impossible to display flame 

explosion to blow the other party up. 

While Yao Qian might be an alchemist, he was also a genuine Sea Transformation Realm powerhouse! 

Even if his combat power was lacking, it was also not something that the people present here could 

rival. 

"Teacher Huyan, can you please bring my father away from here first," Ye Yuan said. 

"Okay!" Huyan Yong did not hesitate and directly agreed. 

"Humph! You killed the Su Family trio brothers and want to leave just like this? Aren’t you looking down 

on me too much?" Yao Qian said with a cold snort when he saw the situation. 

The aura of a Sea Transformation Realm was released once again, crushing everyone until they were 

suffocating. 

"What? Does Elder Yao Qian want to kill all of us to take revenge for those three brothers? I recall that a 

certain someone said that if somebody could harm a hair of the Su Family brothers in front of him, he 

would immediately get lost. Looks like sect elder’s words is just like farting!" Ye Yuan said with a sneer. 

Yao Qian could not help freezing when he heard that. He still thought about skating over it just now, but 

he did not imagine that Ye Yuan did not forget it and brought this matter up again. 

This time, the face of him, a sect elder, was utterly lost! 

Chapter 210: Azure Dipper Floating Zero Sword Art, Thousand Flowing Petals! 

 

"Humph! Even if I don’t bother about the Su Family affairs, there will naturally be people who will care 

about it! Stinking brat, just wait to receive the flames of wrath from the Ouyang Family!" Yao Qian found 

a way for him to step off the stage. 

"This won’t need to trouble Elder Yao. Even if the sky falls, there’s me, Ye Yuan, catching it!" 

If it were before today, Yao Qian would definitely snort in derision at these words. 

But today, Ye Yuan’s methods came in endless streams. He clearly only had Second Level Spirit 

Condensation Realm strength, but that could make Yao Qian, a Sea Transformation Realm powerhouse, 

felt like Ye Yuan was a hard nut to crack. 

Though his words were rampant, Ye Yuan truly had the capital to be unbridled. 



However, he did not plan on letting Ye Yuan off just like this. Or else, where would he put the face of 

him, this elder? 

"Since the matter over here is done, then let’s deal with the sect’s internal affairs! Ye Yuan, you secretly 

stole sect pill formulas and circulated them into the secular world! This sin is unforgivable! Initially, I 

came to welcome you into the sect. But now, as a sect elder, I have no choice but to escort you into the 

sect to wait for the sect’s decision! Are you going to surrender or do you want me to make a move?" Yao 

Qian recovered to that insufferably arrogant sect elder at this moment again. 

The Su Family’s matters were already a foregone conclusion. Even he was helpless about it. 

But if he let Ye Yuan swagger his way into the sect, putting aside other things, he could not give an 

account over at Ouyang Ming’s side. 

Only by marching Ye Yuan into the sect could he look a bit better on the surface. 

When Yao Qian’s words fell, the temperature in the great hall dropped drastically. 

Everyone understood that this was Yao Qian killing the chicken to warn the monkeys! 

On the one hand, he was striking the Imperial Family. On the other hand, he was hammering Ye Yuan. 

Killing two birds with one stone! 

Furthermore, if he entered the sect with this criminal charge, Ye Yuan would probably find it hard to 

retreat unscathed. 

When Ye Yuan heard that, he suddenly grinned and said, "Then I’ll have to seek advice from Elder Yao’s 

brilliant moves! Everyone leave this place first! Once Elder Yao makes his move, most likely not a living 

being will survive! Your Majesty, I’ll hand Wan Donghai and his son over to you. Don’t let me down!" 

The crowd felt touched when they heard it. 

This was Ye Yuan not wanting to harm the innocent. The might of a Sea Transformation Realm attacking 

was extraordinary. That bout with Ye Hang just now was already considered showing mercy. 

Even though Ye Yuan’s performance was very monstrous, they all knew that there were elements of 

gaining advantage through trickery. Genuinely facing a Sea Transformation Realm powerhouse like Yao 

Qian, it was impossible for Ye Yuan to be his match. 

"Yuan . . . Yuan-er!" Ye Hang doted on Ye Yuan the most and was naturally unwillingly to leave alone. 

Ye Yuan flashed Father a smile and said, "Don’t worry, he won’t dare to kill me! If I can’t beat him, at 

most, it’s just suffering a little. Leave this place first, Father, I know what I’m doing." 

Seeing those firm eyes of Ye Yuan’s, Ye Hang nodded and said, "You be careful!" 

The crowd left the Drunken Star Manor. The originally packed great hall only had Ye Yuan and Yao Qian 

left at present. 

Yao Qian did not stop the others from leaving and also did not bother about Wan Donghai’s life or 

death. He just wanted Ye Yuan to crawl out from here! 



"Use the Cleansing Sandal Sacred Flame as well. If I guess correctly, your trump cards should be all used 

up, right? What method do you planning on using to deal with me?" Yao Qian said nonchalantly. 

"Tch, don’t you feel too immature for trying to goad me like this? Or is Elder Yao scared?" Ye Yuan said 

with a cold smile. 

"What a joke! Do you feel that a Sea Transformation Realm would fear you, a Spirit Condensation Realm 

martial artist?" 

Although he flatly denied it, not knowing why, Yao Qian had a feeling like anger from having his 

thoughts read. 

Ye Yuan’s means were endless. To say that Yao Qian was as steady as Mount Tai, even he himself did not 

quite believe it! 

After all, Tier 4 essence fire was an existence which was already sufficient to threaten him! 

"Haha, enough crap. Bring it on!" 

Finishing, Ye Yuan did not wait for Yao Qian to attack. He walked out from his own body. 

One Ye Yuan became two Ye Yuans just like this! 

Yao Qian’s pupils involuntarily shrunk when he saw this! 

He still thought that Ye Yuan would play hide-and-seek with him using the avatar body. Who knew that 

Ye Yuan would actually showcase his avatar body so openly? What was he planning on doing? 

Yao Qian did not dare to delay. Putting his hands together, he began to gather essence energy! 

The ace in the hole for Sea Transformation Realm martial artists! 

Right then, Ye Yuan’s avatar body moved! 

He would not stand there stupidly and watch Yao Qian gather essence energy. If he let a Sea 

Transformation Realm gather essence energy, what did he need to fight for? 

There was only the outcome of a one-shot kill! 

The timing of the avatar body making its move was grasped perfectly. It just happened to disrupt the 

rhythm of Yao Qian gathering essence energy! 

’Ye Yuan’ arrived in front of Yao Qian. Yao Qian did not dare to delay. An essence energy ball was fired 

out. 

Boom! 

The essence energy ball exploded in midair along with ’Ye Yuan,’ raising a bundle of flames. 

Right at this moment, Yao Qian’s expression suddenly changed dramatically! 

Purple-colored petal rain! 



As a Sea Transformation Realm powerhouse, his sensitivity towards essence energy was far beyond 

what Crystal Formation Realms could compare to. 

This purple petal rain was actually agglomerated and formed from heaven and earth essence energy. 

This . . . How was this possible? 

Ye Yuan was only Second Level Spirit Condensation Realm. He could actually mobilize heaven and earth 

essence energy? 

Yao Qian was an alchemist in the end. He was simply inept at combat! 

At this time, he actually had the time to stand there in a daze! 

An intense sense of danger welled up inside him. Yao Qian’s hair was standing on its ends! 

This move by Ye Yuan was likely to be extraordinarily powerful! 

"Tumultuous Violent Wave!" Yao Qian hurried revolved his power and started to gather essence energy 

again. 

Only this time, he did not have such ample time to accumulate it. However, there was more than 

enough to use this amount of essence energy to deal with a Second Level Spirit Condensation Realm 

martial artist. 

Yao Qian pushed out both palms. Essence energy actually roiled over towards Ye Yuan like a violent, 

turbulent wave! 

"Azure Dipper Floating Zero Sword Art, Second Stance, Thousand Flowing Petals!" 

Ye Yuan gave a low cry. The sword tip danced, and the boundless flying petals actually assaulted Yao 

Qian! 

Gigantic waves billowed with a majestic aura, surging forward like a torrential tide! 

Falling petals adrift noiselessly where the source was distant and the stream long! 

Those countless falling petals were like moths flying toward a blazing fire, continuously whittling down 

the aura of that Tumultuous Violent Wave. 

Finally, those countless falling petals punched a gap in the gigantic wave and swept towards Yao Qian! 

Although the essence energy sea was greatly diminished by the falling petals, it still carried enormous 

attack power as it surged towards Ye Yuan. 

Both parties received the attack at the same time! 

Puu! 

Boom! 

Ye Yuan was sent flying out, directly smashing through the wall and flew outside! 



Yao Qian was no better. Those falling petals were like individual knife blades, wrapping his entire body 

and slicing him! 

Chi! Chi! Chi! 

The clothes on Yao Qian were shredded into countless ribbons, his flesh a bloody blur! 

However, the essence energy protection of a Sea Transformation Realm was much more powerful. The 

wounds on Yao Qian’s body appeared terrifying, but it was actually not that serious. 

Rather, it was Ye Yuan who became unconscious after being hit outside! 

Even so, this was an unprecedented humiliation for Yao Qian. A frontal clash between a Sea 

Transformation Realm martial artist and a Second Level Spirit Condensation Realm martial artist, and he 

was actually injured to such an extent! 

"Ye Yuan! I’m going to kill you!" 

Yao Qian had already lost his mind in his rage. He directly rushed out of the Drunken Star Manor and 

unleashed a palm towards Ye Yuan! 

The people outside had not dispersed yet. When they say this scene, they could not help being greatly 

startled! 

 


